
Name: ___________________________________ Date:____________________________ 

Summer Reading - Book Review 
 
Your book selection selection from the Summer Reading List: 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
You will complete two assignments with the book that you chose. 
 

YOU HAVE THREE WISHES 
A genie lands in the midpoint of the story  you have just read and 

grants the two  main characters three wishes. 

a.  What do they wish for and why? 

b.  Finally, would their wishes have changed  anything about 

the story?  How so? 

Again, think about the cause and effect relationship and how this 

may have altered the path of the book you have been reading. 

 
Character #1 
 
Name of Character:____________________________________________________________ 
 
Three Wishes:  
 
#1 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
#2 
______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 



 
#3 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Would Character #1’s wishes have changed  anything about the story?  How so? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Character #2 
 
Name of Character:____________________________________________________________ 
 
Three Wishes:  
 
#1 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
#2 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
#3 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 
     ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Would Character #2’s wishes have changed  anything about the story?  How so? 



______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

AMAZING ARTIFACTS 

An artifact is an object that has some significance or  meaning 

behind it. In some cases, an artefact might  even have a very 

important story behind it.  I am sure you have a favorite game 

or  item, or your parents have a  special item in the house that 

they would consider an  important artifact. 

For today’s task you are going to select five artifacts  from the 

text you have been reading and explain what  makes them 

significant or important. 

They don’t all  have to be super important to the story but I 

am sure  that at least a couple of them played a major role. 

On the next page, there are five boxes where you will draw a picture of the artifact of each item 

and remember to label and color in each one.  

 

  



 




